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ABSTRACT
With the growing attention on widespread plastic usage and its impact on the
environment and human health, the need for sustainable alternatives to petroleum-based
plastics is more important than ever. One of the most promising solutions is bioplastics;
however, current bioplastics struggle to compete with the material properties of petroleumbased plastics. Agar is a sustainable algae-derived hydrocolloid polysaccharide that can be
used for bioplastics and biofilms. Despite promising characteristics, bioplastics made from
agar are brittle. Common additives, such as the plasticizer glycerol, offset brittleness but
sacrifice strength in return. This study looks at the impact of natural rubber as an elastomer
on the properties of an agar-based bioplastic in comparison to the impact of glycerol.
Agar was first functionalized with norbornene, which has been shown to promote
dispersion of natural rubber and prevent layering in plastics made from other biopolymers.
Further promoting dispersion, the constituents were then coupled using the thiol-ene
reaction. To understand each step of the thiol-norbornene modification and addition of
natural rubber, six plastic formulas were created. The viability of each plastic was
determined using tensile testing analysis (maximum stress, maximum strain, elastic
modulus, and toughness), a four-week degradation study, and a bioassay using Artemia sp.
as a model organism for short-term toxicity. The results indicated that addition of natural
rubber decreased the stiffness of the plastic with less impact on strength compared to
glycerol. Thiol-norbornene modification were successful in coupling the constituents,
evidenced by a decrease in degradation speed and toxicity response in Artemia.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Global Plastics Problem
Of the hundreds of thousands of known materials, there is perhaps no material more
embedded in modern society than plastics.1 Plastics, or synthetic materials made from
organic polymers, make up a wide range of materials.1 From car and building
manufacturing to medical implants, all the way down to microbeads for cosmetic products,
different types of plastics inhabit nearly every corner of modern life.1,2 This prevalence is
not without good reason. Plastics are highly versatile; they can be made as rigid bottles or
flexible films and everywhere in between.1 Their versatility is furthered by their material
properties, which far exceed those of other competitive materials.1 High strength to weight
ratio, toughness, and durability are just some of the properties which make plastic
applications seem limitless.1 In addition, due to both the petroleum base and the efficiency
of modern production, standard petroleum-based plastics, the most common type of plastic,
are incredibly cost-effective.1
The benefit of plastic extends beyond their versatility. Despite the current attention
on the harm of widespread plastic usage, there are many ways in which these materials
have benefitted both human health and the environment. The use of plastic as an effective
water and oil-proof barrier has increased sanitation and sterilization in both science and
medicine.1 Additionally, the ability of plastic packaging to withstand long distance
transport has increased the availability of food and clean water to a greater percentage of
the world’s population.1 Likewise, plastics have a number of environmental benefits.
According to USDA estimates, over 30% of the food grown in the United States, goes
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uneaten, the anaerobic decomposition of which pumps methane and other greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere.3 Plastic used as food packaging can offset this waste by increasing the
lifespan of food products.1 Due to the high strength to weight ratio, the same packaging
application uses less resources for plastic than for other materials.1 Additionally, the ability
to have lighter weight packaging reduces the cost of transportation, as well as the
subsequent output of CO2.1 Even the plastic shopping bag, which is often seen as an icon
of the anti-plastic movement, was invented as a more environmentally conscious substitute
to the paper bag, preventing deforestation and depletion of natural resources.2
But, while the benefits of plastic are undeniable, the negative impacts are perhaps
even more so. Plastics are not a novel material; the first commercial plastic, Bakelite, was
introduced in the early 1900s and used for applications spanning from radios to children’s
toys.2 Still, plastics were not prevalent in the mainstream at the time of their creation.4 The
popularity of plastics truly began in the 1960s and has grown exponentially ever since.4
The growth of plastics now outpaces the growth of both the global population and
economy.2
While the term plastics refers to a wide range of materials, the most common
plastics are those made from petroleum-derived polymers, such as polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP).4 Following the sharp increase in plastic production came an increase
in plastic waste.4 Currently, more than a third of plastic is produced for packaging
applications, most of which is single use.4 The average American disposes of 52 kg of
plastic waste each year.2 While this includes recycling, the recycling system is far from a
neatly closed loop. Only 9% of plastic produced has been recycled, and only 10% of that
already small fraction has been recycled more than once.4 Some municipalities utilize other
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methods of disposal, such as incineration and space disposal, but the nearly 80% of
remaining plastic waste goes to landfill.4
Aside from limitations of landfill space, scientists and citizens alike have seen
growing concern for the impact of plastic on environmental health. This harm begins with
petroleum. In 2019, U.S. citizens used an average of 20.54 million barrels of petroleum
each day, an estimated 8% of which is used in plastic production.5,6 As calls to shift towards
clean fuel and energy increase, the availability of oil for plastic production may decrease.
These calls are also not without good reason. Oil spills not only damage the ocean
ecosystem around oil rigs, but also jeopardize the health and safety of seafood.7
Along with the harm of plastic production comes the harm of plastic waste. Plastic
waste in landfill is not inherently harmful, however due to poor waste management
systems, not all plastic sent for landfill arrives at its intended destination.8 Mishandled trash
and litter alike worm their way into the natural environment.2,8 Plastics in the ocean were
first reported in the 1970s, just after the rising of plastic popularity.8 Only recently,
however, has the magnitude of the issue been realized. Up to 8.8 million tons of plastic
waste enters the ocean each year, 80% of which originates on land.8 While easy to blame
the increase in plastic usage for the issue of ocean plastics, a country’s plastic production
is not directly proportional to its release of plastic waste into the environment.8 Coastal
countries with lower economic statuses generally lack the infrastructure to properly handle
their waste, and therefore contribute a higher percentage of their plastic waste to ocean
pollution.8
Whole, unbroken pieces of plastic in the ocean have their own set of negative
impacts, mainly entanglement and ingestion by marine organisms.2 Even more damage,
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however, occurs when plastics break down.8 Petroleum based plastics are not
biodegradable; both the synthetic formation and high polymer weight leave little room for
microorganisms to break down the macromolecules.2 Microorganisms also struggle to
break down polymers they don’t recognize.9 As such, petroleum-based plastics cannot
properly biodegrade.2 Instead, exposure to UV radiation, such as exposure to sun in the
natural environment, causes the plastic to become brittle, making it less tolerant to impact.2
The result of breaking apart in the absence of biodegradation leads to the production of
microplastics, which are defined as plastic pieces spanning less than 5 mm in length.10
These may be even more harmful than larger plastic pieces, as their small size allows for
easier ingestion by organisms.10 Not only are microplastics polluting human water sources,
they also travel up the food chain through bioaccumulation and biomagnification, leading
to human consumption.10
Furthering the negative impacts of petroleum-based plastics are additives.11 Plastics
are seldom made from solely the base polymer.11 In the interest of increasing material
properties and the lifespan, additives are incorporated into the chemical structure.11 These
additives can include plasticizers, flow-promoters, and impact modifiers.11 Additives have
come under recent scrutiny due to concerns of their release in water, air, sweat, and saliva.11
Plastics appear to be vestibules for additive release, as the breakdown of the materials may
result in the release of additives into the environment as well.11
While cost effective in the short term, the compounding of health and
environmental impacts of the world’s widespread plastic usage has resulted in significant
long-term economic impacts. An estimated 10% of the world’s population relies on the
ocean for their income and livelihood.12 Plastic pollution jeopardizes not only the health
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and accessibility of the world’s fisheries, but also the recreation and heritage value of
coastal areas.13 One study estimated the loss in value of the marine ecosystem due to plastic
pollution at 5-25 billion dollars per year, along with other costs related to clean-up and
management of mismanaged plastic waste.14 As the negative impact of plastic becomes
more clear, this cost will only increase.
At face value, the answer is clear: less plastic production results in less plastic
pollution. However, the importance of plastics in science, medicine, the food system, and
beyond is undeniable. Plastics have revolutionized countless industries and, as such,
ridding the world of plastic altogether would require a massive cultural and societal shift.1
So, while the harm of widespread plastic usage is clear, their benefit simply cannot be
ignored.

1.2 Bioplastics
One of the more promising solutions to the global plastics problem is bioplastics,
or plastics made from renewable materials.9 Like petroleum-based plastics, bioplastics are
far from a new material.9 The first bioplastic dates back to the 1920s, and other bioplastics
and biofilms have been commercially available since the 1980s.9 Only recently, however,
with the outcry of plastics in the natural environment have bioplastics begun to work their
way into the mainstream.9 As the public and scientific community became increasingly
aware of the harm caused by current plastic usage, the demand for sustainable alternatives
arose.9
At first glance, bioplastics are the best of both worlds. In creating sustainable
materials aimed at directly replacing plastics, not only would the benefit of plastics be
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conserved, but there would be less need for the cultural and societal shift that would come
from ridding the world of plastics altogether. Moving away from single-use plastics would
require a massive change in the infrastructure of current waste channels.1 With bioplastics,
this disposable culture and sustainability could go hand in hand. Even more promising is
bioplastics as a solution to one of the most pressing concerns of petroleum-based plastics:
biodegradation.9 The natural and renewable polymers that serve as the foundation for
bioplastics are often lower in molecular weight than petroleum-based polymers, increasing
the speed at which they can biodegrade.9 Additionally, since many of these biopolymers
are derived from environmental sources, such as cellulose nanofibrils from wood pulp or
poly(lactic) acid from corn, the microbial organisms responsible for biodegradation may
already have metabolic pathways in place to metabolize these biopolymers.9
While promising, bioplastics also have their share of challenges. The most notable
of these challenges are material properties. Again, petroleum-based plastics are highly
regarded for their exceptional material properties.1 These properties are responsible for the
same versatility and widespread usage that rooted societal dependence on plastics to begin
with.2 Because of this, materials intending to directly replace plastics would need to
compete with the properties. Current bioplastics cannot. Poly(lactic) acid (PLA) is the most
widely produced and commercially available bioplastic.15 While strong compared to other
bioplastics, PLA has limited applications due to its brittle nature, a challenge seen in many
plastic alternatives.15 Similarly, bioplastics often have poor water vapor and oil barrier
properties, which limit packaging applications.9 As a large percentage of plastic is currently
used in the packaging industry, both of these challenges limit the viability of bioplastics as
plastic alternatives.
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In order to improve the material properties, other components can be added into the
bioplastic formula. Some of the most common additives in both bioplastics and petroleumbased plastics are plasticizers, or substances with low molecular weights that are added to
a material to improve its workability and flexibility.16 Plasticizers make these
improvements by disrupting the electrostatic interactions between the base polymer, as
they are small enough to fit in intermolecular spaces between polymers.16 While beneficial
to some material properties, such as flexibility, plasticizers harm other properties in return.
Standard plasticizers used in petroleum-based plastics cannot be used in bioplastics due to
concerns of toxicity.11 As such, more natural substances must be used instead. One such
substance is glycerol, which is a commonly used plasticizer in bioplastics.17 While glycerol
improves the flexibility of bioplastics, its addition in the bioplastic formula increases the
void fraction, which subsequently increases permeability and sacrifices strength.17
Another challenge of current bioplastics is biodegradability. Most bioplastics are
considered to be biodegradable.9 For the most part, this consideration is true.
Biodegradation is defined as the molecular breakdown of the material through
microorganisms or enzymes.9 The time taken for biodegradation, however, is not addressed
in the definition.9 Some bioplastics may degrade within days while others may take years
to fully decompose.9 The possibility for bioplastics to exist in their whole form is a point
of concern for environmentalists.9 The process of biodegradation can be broken into two
stages: primary and ultimate.9 Primary degradation refers to the splitting of the
macromolecules, while ultimate refers to the complete breakdown of a material into carbon
dioxide, water, methane, and the original biomass.9 Before the biodegradation process can
begin, bioplastic pieces could possibly result in the same environmental harm as petroleum-
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based plastics, leading to animal entanglement and ingestion.9 Similarly, the length of time
between primary and ultimate biodegradation could lead to the production of microplastics,
which could then be amplified up the food chain as would the microparticles of petroleumbased plastics.9 While likely less harmful than petroleum based microplastics, bioplastic
microparticles are still concerning. Many commercially available bioplastics are marketed
as compostable, a standard which specifies time and conditions required for the material to
decompose.9 However, in the absence of widespread industrial composting facilities, these
bioplastics would likely be discarded and sent to landfill, as with their petroleum-based
counterparts.
Finally, bioplastics are not inherently non-toxic.19 As discussed prior, the
degradation of petroleum-based plastics leeches harmful substances into the environment,
impacting animal and plant life.11 Furthering the concern is the release of toxic plastic
additives into food products, which poses a more immediate threat to human health and
safety.11 Both petroleum-based plastics and bioplastics contain unreacted starting
materials, including the base polymers and additives.18 These molecules are not
polymerically bound, meaning they can escape more readily during use and
decomposition.18 One study using the bioassay of the bacterium Aliivibrio fischeri found
that PLA elicited a higher baseline toxicity than some petroleum-based plastics and had
similar baseline results to the most toxic of the plastics studied.18 While bioplastics present
themselves as less toxic than petroleum-based plastics, this characteristic is not inherent.
Toxicity still needs to be taken into consideration when bringing bioplastics to market.
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1.3 Artemia as Model Organisms for Toxicity
The genus Artemia, which includes six species of brine shrimp, is a well-regarded
model organism for toxicity analysis due to their adaptability to laboratory conditions.19
Artemia are versatile in their tolerances to temperature, ranging from 6-35 ºC, and salinity,
ranging from 5-250 g L-1.19 Following their short hatching time is a short life span, allowing
quick and immediate use for laboratory studies.19 Their quick lifespan may also result in
less variability than would be seen in larger organisms such as zebrafish, which require
longer care and acclimatory periods before use.19 Artemia are small in size, have high
fecundity, and are cost effective, further lending to their ease of use.19
In general, Artemia used in toxicology studies are analyzed using one of three
methods: hatching rate, mortality, and swimming speed.20,21 Of the three, swimming speed
was found to be the most sensitive and the most easily conducted.18 After acclimating the
Artemia to the intended toxins, short videos can be recorded, analyzed by software or
human observation, and compared between experimental conditions.21

1.4 Agar
Currently, the most widely produced and commercially available bioplastics are
made from terrestrially sourced polymers.9 PLA, for example, is derived from sugars
sourced from corn, sugar beets, or other agricultural sources, many of which are subsidized,
making the production of PLA relatively cost effective compared to other biopolymers.9
However, terrestrial farmland is limited; the growing threat of climate change and the
rapidly increasing population both pressure the current use of farmland even more.22 As
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the source of PLA also doubles as a food source for animal agriculture and human
consumption, replacing all current plastic usage with PLA could compete with human food
supply.22
In regard to other food system pressures, such as the agriculture of animal protein,
researchers have turned towards the ocean as a solution to the limitations of terrestrial
farming.23 The growing bioplastic industry could also benefit from this shift, specifically
in the use of algae as a source for biopolymers. One such polymer is agar.
Agar is a hydrocolloid polysaccharide derived from red algae (structure depicted in
Figure 1.1).22,24 Its potential in the food industry as well as in science has already been
realized.24 Whether in serving as a gelatin substitute in food products or as a gel surface for
the batch culturing of bacteria, agar’s gelling properties benefit its span of applications.24
When dissolved in boiling water and cooled back down to 35-45ºC, agar can gel at
concentrations of as little as 0.5% w/w in water.24 The higher the concentration, the more
sturdy the gel, however agar in general has better gelling properties than other hydrocolloid
polymers.25

Figure 1.1 Structure of agar polymer repeat unit.

Agar has already been used to form bioplastics and films. The methodology behind
these films is relatively consistent; the agar must first be formed into a gel and then dried
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until the water has been removed, leaving only the polymer and other added substances
behind.23 Compared with other bioplastics and biofilms, films made with agar have
relatively high tensile and flexural strength.23 Additionally, the films are typically clear and
homogenous with high workability, further increasing their span of possible
applications.23
One of the main advantages of using agar for bioplastic creation is sustainability.16
While terrestrially sourced biopolymers may increase pressure on farmland and forests, the
ocean is widely underutilized for agriculture. One study calculated that as little as 0.015%
of the world’s ocean would need to be used in order to produce enough protein as all of the
world’s wild fisheries.26 That being said, ocean space is far from limited. Even further,
with the current spiking interest in aquaculture development, the growth of algae for
bioplastics could even offset some negative environmental impacts of fish aquaculture.27
As primary producers, algae depend on the same nutrients in fish excrement that result in
micro algal blooms.27 These blooms lead to hypoxic and anoxic zones, which damage the
ecosystem.27 Implementing algae farming into multitrophic aquaculture systems could not
only provide a viable source for biopolymers, but could also offset the negative impacts of
preexisting industry.27 Finally, algae grow at exceptional speeds, with growth rates of up
to 20% per day.23 While terrestrial biopolymers may come from slower growing sources,
algae agriculture could better match the plastic consumption and demand.
However, as with all new materials, agar-based bioplastics present some
challenges. Hydrocolloid polymers, whose gelling abilities rely on solubility in water, tend
to have poor water-vapor barrier properties, which greatly limits packaging and other
applications.23 Additionally, due to agar’s insolubility in room temperature water,
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modification to the polymer which would allow for the addition of additives may be
limited. So, while agar is a promising polymer for bioplastic creation, it’s applications with
currently utilized methods may be limited.

1.5 Adding Rubber to the Mix
The most common agar-based biofilms are made with glycerol plasticizers to offset
brittleness and increase flexibility.17 But, while improving these properties, the addition of
glycerol decreases the tensile strength and increases the permeability of an already
permeable material.17 In order to compete with petroleum-based plastics, bioplastics need
to couple flexibility, low permeability, and strength. As such, other additives need to be
considered as alternatives to plasticizers.
Natural rubber (NR) has gained recent attention as an additive in biomaterial
development (structure depicted in Figure 1.2).15 Like plastics, natural rubber is far from a
newly discovered material. For decades it has been used industrially, for applications such
as car tires and the soles of waterproof shoes.15 It can also be utilized as an additive in
bioplastics. In contrast to plasticizers, which benefit flexibility by disrupting electrostatic
attractions between polymers, natural rubber acts as an elastomer.15,28 Rather than
increasing the total fluidity of the molecules, elastomers act as stress concentration points,
meaning they allow molecular fluidity in response to stress.15 This addition may not only
increase the flexibility and fracture energy absorption but may increase strength in the
process.15,28
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Figure 1.2. Molecular structure of natural rubber.

The use of natural rubber as an elastomer has been explored in PLA as well as in other
polysaccharide-based plastics.19 One study analyzed the impact of natural rubber as an
additive in a bioplastic made with carrageenan, another algae-based biopolymer.23 The
elastomer was found to increase fracture energy absorption and tensile strength.23 Natural
rubber also benefits the water-vapor and oil barrier properties of bioplastics.29 Unlike
glycerol, natural rubber decreases permeability, which may extend the lifespan of the
material.29 This extended lifespan has its consequences. The increased void fraction that
comes with the use of glycerol is credited for some bioplastics’ fast degradation times.16
While benefiting the material properties, the use of natural rubber may sacrifice fast
biodegradation, which is an important consideration when analyzing the sustainability of
plastic alternatives.

1.6 Norbornene Modification and the Thiol-ene Reaction
Previous studies attempting to use natural rubber as an elastomer in bioplastics have
struggled with separation between the base polymer and the natural rubber molecules.29
This separation, which is likely due to density differences in the constituents, can manifest
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in a few different ways, such as unintentional layering or concentrated clusters of natural
rubber that have not been properly dispersed throughout the plastic.29 To prevent this
separation, the base polymer can be modified with a molecule that can bond to natural
rubber, therefore linking the two constituents rather than simply mixing them.29 Previous
studies have reacted cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) with a carbic anhydride, which reacts a
norbornene, a cyclic bridged hydrocarbon, onto the hydroxyl group of the polymer.29 As
agar also has a hydroxyl group in its repeat unit, it is a candidate for the same
functionalization. The scheme for the norbornene-modification of agar (forming cAgar) is
shown in Figure 1.3. While this modification can benefit dispersion, it does not fully
prevent the separation or grouping of natural rubber particles.29 In other bioplastic and
hydrogel applications, the thiol-ene reaction has been coupled with norbornene
modification to increase the dispersion of natural rubber particles.29 The thiol-ene reaction
is a means by which a polymer can crosslink with itself and with other constituents.29 It’s
favorable in the development of sustainable materials because it has mild reaction
conditions, high yield and specificity, and produces minimal and harmless byproducts.29
While increasing the dispersion of constituents, the thiol-ene reaction also has a host of
other benefits for materials.29 Not only does it improve the water vapor barrier properties,
it also may induce degradation reactions, as the ester bonds formed in the cross-linking
process allow for hydrolysis.30 The scheme for the radical initiation in the thiol-ene reaction
is shown in Figure 1.4. The scheme for the thiol-ene reaction of norbornene-modified agar
(cAgar) is shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.3. Scheme for the functionalization of agar with norbornene to produce cAgar

Figure 1.4. General scheme for thiol-ene reaction radical generation.

Figure 1.5. Thiol-ene reaction of cAgar to form thiol-modified cAgar
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1.7 Project Overview
The goal of this project is to understand the impact of natural rubber as an elastomer
on the strength, degradation, and toxicity of an agar-based bioplastic. It can be broken down
into five parts. The first is functionalization of agar with norbornene and use of the thiolene reaction to promote linking and dispersion of natural rubber within the plastic. The
second is the making of six plastic formulas, aimed at understanding the impact of each
step of the thiol-norbornene modification process and addition of natural rubber. The last
three parts are the methods of analysis, each aimed at understanding the viability of the
natural rubber/agar blend plastic not only from the standpoint of material properties in
comparison to glycerol/agar blends but also in regard to sustainability. These analyses are
comparisons of tensile properties, degradation, and toxicity on Artemia sp.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS

2.1. Materials
Agar powder, cis-norbornene-2,3-endo-dicarboxylic anhydride (carbic anhydride),
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Glycerol was
purchased from Fisher Scientific and natural rubber (centrifuged latex, 62% solids) was
purchased from Holden’s Latex Corp. All reagents were used without further purification.
Ammonium persulfate was purchased from Acros organics and suspended in
reverse

osmosis

water

(ROW)

for

a

1.0

M

stock

solution.

N,N,N',N'-

tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and diluted in
ROW for a 1.0 M stock solution. 2,2'-(Ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol (DTDEG) was
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and diluted in ROW for an 0.01 M stock solution.
Spectra/PorⓇ Standard RC Tubing [6-8 kDa] was used for dialysis purification.
Petri dishes (150 mm) and the six well plates used for both the biodegradation study and
the Artemia toxicology trials were purchased from Fisher Scientific.

2.2. Norbornene Modification
The procedure for the norbornene modification of Agar was adapted from Fein
(2020).29 In a three necked round bottom flask, agar was suspended in distilled ROW in a
1% w/w ratio. This suspension was mixed for at least one hour and up to overnight. After
mixing, the pH of the solution was increased to 13 using a 10 M stock solution of NaOH.
Cis-norbornene-2,3-endo-dicarboxylic anhydride (carbic anhydride) was then added for a
weight suspension of 7.26% (a rounded 14:1 molar ratio of norbornene to agar). As the pH
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dropped rapidly with the addition of the carbic anhydride, the solution was titrated with 10
M NaOH to maintain the pH between 9.5 and 10.5. Throughout titration, pH was monitored
using a pH probe. The suspension was titrated for 2.5 hours, or until the pH stabilized. It
was left to mix overnight at room temperature.
The next day, the solution was transferred to a separatory funnel and added
dropwise to ice-cold acetone (800 mL for every 1 g of agar reacted) to precipitate out the
solids, which were then isolated and dried via vacuum filtration. The precipitate was then
resuspended in distilled water, 150 mL for every 1 g of initial agar reacted, and left to mix
overnight.
The functionalized polymer was purified via dialysis. After resuspension, the
solution was transferred into 6-8 kDa dialysis bags which were then suspended in 4 L
beakers of ROW. The water was stirred gently and changed twice daily for six days.
Dialyzed polymer was then transferred into ice cube trays, allowed to freeze, and then
freeze-dried in a Labconco Freezone© 4.5 L Freeze Dry System model 77500 until all the
water had sublimed. The resulting polymer, cAgar, was stored in an airtight Ziplock bag in
a freezer until use. Functionalization success was determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy,
collected using Bruker Advance NEO 500 MHz Spectrometer, and IR spectroscopy,
collected using PerkinElmer© FTIR Spectrum Two. 1H NMR spectroscopy of cAgar in
DMSO was also used to calculate percent functionalization. The integration of peaks
corresponding to the alkene protons on the norbornene was set as proportional to the
integration of the anomeric protons on the agar backbone using the following equation:

𝑐𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠
∗ 100%
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠
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Sample Calculation of Combined cAgar:
𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =

1.0
∗ 100%
4.1294

𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) = 24.2%

Figure 2.1 1H NMR spectrum and corresponding structure of combined cAgar in DMSO. Anomeric
protons represented in red. Alkene protons represented by blue. Alkyl protons represented by green.

Figure 2.1 represents a sample 1H NMR spectrum of cAgar with the alkene protons
on the norbornene indicated in blue, and the anomeric protons on the agar backbone
represented in red. The alkyl protons, which also indicate functionalization, are represented
in green. After functionalization was confirmed, all cAgar syntheses were resuspended,
frozen, and freeze dried together to ensure consistent functionalization during plastic
formation. The 1H NMR spectra of three independent samples of the combined cAgar was
then taken. The percent functionalization of these samples was averaged to determine the
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overall functionalization of the combined cAgar. This percent functionalization was used
for all further analyses and calculations for which percent functionalization was relevant.

2.3. Plastic Formation
In order to understand the impact of each step of the thiol-norbornene modification
process, six plastic formulas were created. Each plastic was formulated to have a 50 g m-2
basis weight and was cast in the top of a 150 mm petri dish which had been coated with a
Teflon spray. The petri dish bottom was drilled with holes and placed on top of the plastic
while drying, with a metal weight added on top to secure the edges and prevent curling as
much as possible. All plastics were oven dried at 50 ºC for at least 24 hours or until all
water had been evaporated. The plastics were then cut into rectangles with the dimensions
of 12.7 mm by 50 mm for analysis. Table 2.1 represents the plastic number and
abbreviations used throughout the rest of this paper.
Table 2.1. Plastic identities, modifications, and theoretical component masses.

Plastic Abbreviation Agar (g)

Glycerol (g)

NR (g)

Modification

1

Ag

0.770

0

0

None

2

Ag/Gl

0.385

0.385

0

None

3

Ag/NR

0.385

0

0. 385

None

4

cAg

0.770

0

0

Norbornene

5

cAg/NR

0.385

0

0.385

Norbornene

6

cAg/NR rxn

0.385

0

0.385

Thiol-norbornene
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The general protocol for plastic formation was adapted from Rusli (2017) and
modified as necessary for each plastic. The plastic formulas and procedures were as
follows:

2.3.1. Agar (Ag)
On a stirring hotplate, 0.77 g of agar was dissolved in 100 mL of ROW that had
been heated to 92 ºC in a 250 mL beaker. The solution was maintained at 92 ºC and stirred
for forty minutes. The heat was then turned off and the solution was cooled to 75 ºC with
continued mixing before being cast as described above.

2.3.2. Agar and glycerol (Ag/Gl)
Agar and glycerol were combined in a 1:1 mass ratio to maintain agar as the primary
component in the plastic. In a 250 mL beaker, 0.385 g of agar was added to 100 mL of
ROW that had been heated to 92 ºC. The solution was maintained at 92 ºC and stirred for
30 minutes. After 30 minutes, 0.305 mL of glycerol (for a mass of 0.385 g) was added and
the solution was heated and mixed for another 10 minutes. It was then cooled to 75 ºC with
continued mixing before being cast as described above.

2.3.3. Agar and NR (Ag/NR)
Agar and NR were combined in a 1:1 mass ratio to maintain agar as the primary
component in the plastic. In a 250 mL beaker, 0.385 g of agar was added to 100 mL of
ROW that had been heated to 92 ºC. The solution was maintained at 92 ºC and stirred for
30 minutes. After 30 minutes, 0.675 mL of NR (for a mass of 0.385 g) was added and the
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solution was mixed at 92ºC for another 10 minutes. It was then cooled to 75 ºC with
continued mixing before being cast as described above.

2.3.4. cAgar (cAg)
On a stirring hotplate, 0.77 g of cAgar was dissolved in 100 mL of ROW that had
been heated to 92 ºC in a 250 mL beaker. The solution was maintained at 92 ºC and stirred
for forty minutes. The heat was then turned off and the solution was cooled to 75 ºC with
continued mixing before being cast as described above.

2.3.5. cAgar and NR (cAg/NR)
The cAgar and NR were combined in a 1:1 mass ratio to maintain cAgar as the
primary component in the plastic. In a 250 mL beaker, 0.385 g of cAgar was added to 100
mL of ROW that had been heated to 92 ºC. The solution was maintained at 92 ºC and
stirred for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, 0.675 mL of NR (for a mass of 0.385 g) was added
and the solution was heated and mixed for another 10 minutes. It was then cooled to 75 ºC
with continued mixing prior to being cast as described above.

2.3.6. Thiol-linked cAgar and NR (cAg/NR rxn)
cAgar and NR were combined in a 1:1 mass ratio to maintain cAgar as the primary
component in the plastic. DTDEG, the thiol cross-linker, was added in a 1:1 molar ratio of
thiol to norbornene. In a 250 mL beaker, 100 mL of ROW was brought to 92 ºC. To this,
0.385 g of cAgar was added and allowed to dissolve. Once dissolved, 0.675 mL of NR was
added (for a mass of 0.385 g), and the solution was mixed for one minute to allow the
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rubber to fully incorporate. The solution was then cooled down to 70ºC, transferred into a
round bottom flask in a 70 ºC oil bath, and purged with nitrogen for 30 minutes. APS and
DTDEG were then added from their stock solutions for 0.5 mM and 1.42 mM
concentrations, respectively. The solution was mixed under nitrogen for 3 hours. It was
then cast and oven-dried with no weighted restraint on top.

2.4 Tensile Analysis
The protocol for tensile testing was adapted from Fein (2020).29 Plastic samples
(12.7 x 50 mm) were prepared for tensile testing. At least three samples were used for each
plastic. To reduce slipping of the plastic in the testing apparatus, 25 mm2 squares of manila
paper were cut and fastened onto either side of the ends of each sample with double sided
tape, leaving 25 mm in the middle as the gauge length. An INSTRON (5564) mechanical
tester (D638-02a ASTM Standard) was used to gather tensile data. The samples were
loaded into the apparatus and elongated at a rate of 5 mm per minute. Stress, strain, and the
elastic modulus were collected by the machine and corrected for thickness manually.
Toughness (the area under the stress-strain curve) was calculated manually, ignoring the
areas of the curve after failure.

2.5 Degradation
To ensure air moisture had not affected the mass of the plastics, twenty samples of
each plastic were oven dried at 50 ºC for three days before being massed. Five replicates,
containing four samples each, were then placed in six well plates with 10 mL of ROW and
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allowed to degrade in five-day increments for a total of twenty days. After each increment,
the water was removed from the wells and discarded, and the plastics were oven-dried at
50 ºC for three days. The mass of each replicate was taken, and the water was replaced for
the next increment. Percent mass loss was used to analyze degradation. The equation for
percent mass loss was as follows:

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%) = 100% ∗

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 − 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠

Sample calculation of increment 1 Ag degradation:
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%) = 100% ∗

0.0917 𝑔 − 0.0803 𝑔
0.0917 𝑔

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%) = 12.43%

Percent mass losses were averaged over the five replicates for each plastic.
Degradation was plotted as the average percent mass loss subtracted from 100% (initial
mass) to normalize the data for better visualization and analysis.

2.6 Artemia sp. Toxicology Trials
2.6.1 Artemia Hatching:
For all trials, Artemia were hatched in a cone-shaped apparatus made from poly
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) soda bottles with aeration coming from the bottom of the
cone. In the apparatus, 0.5 g of dry Artemia cysts were suspended in 500 mL of room
temperature 25 ppt artificial seawater. They were allowed 24 hours to hatch at room
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temperature before being decanted into a flat dish. They were then allowed to recover from
the transfer for 5 minutes before experimentation.

2.6.1 Behavior Trials:
Approximately 0.0200 g of each plastic was placed into 20 mL of ROW and
allowed to leech for seven days. The plastics were then removed from the water, and
artificial sea water mix was added for a 25 ppt salinity solution, matching the salinity of
the Artemia hatching setup and control trials.
For conditions 1-5 (corresponding to plastic numbers), four six-well plates were
prepared. Each well was filled with 10 mL of either control or experimental (plastic
leeched) 25 ppt artificial seawater. Each plate housed one replicate of each experimental
condition 1-5 and one replicate of control. The locations of conditions varied by plate and
were randomized to blind all observers. A single Artemia was placed in each well and
allowed to acclimate for 2 minutes. The organism was then video recorded for 30 seconds.
Condition six was trialed separately from the prior conditions. Each well was filled
with either condition 6 or control. In a single plate, the location of four replicates of
condition 6 were randomized computationally to blind observers. The two remaining wells
were filled with 10 mL of control. Single specimens were placed in each well, allowed to
acclimate for 2 minutes, and then video recorded. Experimental conditions and the control
had 16 replicates each.
Swimming speed was analyzed using a ranked system. Three independent, blinded
observers ranked each video on a scale of 1-3, with 1 referring to little or no movement, 2
corresponding to lethargic movement, and 3 corresponding to active movement. The three
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rankings were then averaged and rounded to the nearest whole number. Averaged values
were sorted into bins, and the relative distribution of swimming speed was used to gauge
toxicity response.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bioplastics are often seen as the ultimate solution to the problems caused by
widespread plastic usage and the subsequent production of non-biodegradable waste.
However, prior studies have indicated that current bioplastics on the market have concerns
of their own, regarding not only their viability as plastic replacements but also their
environmental impact. This study sought to target three key properties of concern in the
development of bioplastics. The first of these is the material properties. Natural rubber has
been successful in increasing the toughness of other bioplastics and biomaterials by acting
as a stress concentration point. Its impact on material properties had not, however, been
directly compared to that of glycerol, a more commonly used additive. Other algae-based
hydrocolloid polymers, such as carrageenan, had been blended with natural rubber,
however, there was no attempt to characterize separation that may have occurred during
plastic formation. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, natural rubber had never been
coupled to agar in an attempt to better the material properties of agar-based bioplastics
prior to this study. The purpose of this study was to understand the impact of a promising
bioplastic additive in a more comprehensive way, with analyses targeting properties
pertinent to both use and end-of-life fate of the plastic.

3.1 Agar Functionalization
Prior studies utilizing natural rubber as a toughening agent have used norbornene
modification to promote dispersion of NR throughout the plastic. The reaction for
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norbornene modification in this study was not optimized, and instead followed the mass
ratio given in Fein (2020), which targeted maximum norbornene modification.29
One of the first challenges of this research was the need for alteration of
functionalization protocols due to the agar’s unique solubility characteristics. While
norbornene-functionalization of cellulose nanofibrils had been successful in suspension,
other studies utilizing norbornene functionalization on carboxymethylcellulose (CMC),
from which the protocol for functionalization was adapted, first dissolved the polymer in
solution before adding the carbic anhydride.6,17 Agar is not wholly insoluble. In the process
of making gels, either for bioplastic or bacteria culture applications, agar first needs to be
dissolved in water of at least 80 ºC.7 Once dissolved and allowed to cool, the solution gels.
This gelling process was heavily utilized in the plastic-forming process in this study,
however it would have hindered the use of dialysis purification, which was needed to filter
out remaining acetone and unreacted carbic anhydride from the functionalization
procedure.
To try and maintain the protocol used for CMC in McOscar (2018), different
methods of dissolving agar without subsequent gelation water were attempted.30 First,
dissolution was attempted by prolonging standard mixing times. For this trial, 1.0 g of agar
was suspended in 100 mL of water and left to stir vigorously for three days. After three
days, the agar showed no improved dissolution, as the viscosity of the suspension had not
increased, and agar particles were still visible. Any further prolonged mixing may have
resulted in unintentional hydrolysis products, which would have hindered functionalization
efforts. Changes in pH were also attempted to dissolve agar in room temperature water, as
changes in solvent pH can impact the solubility of some compounds. The reaction for
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norbornene modification is optimum between pH of 9.0-10.5.29,30 However, because the
carbic anhydride is acidic, addition of the carbic anhydride rapidly decreases the pH of the
solution. As such, the pH of the polymer/ROW suspension is increased to 13 prior to
addition of the carbic anhydride according to the protocol from McOscar (2018).30 To
determine if increased pH would impact the solubility of agar, the pH was increased to 13
prior to the addition of the agar. The basic agar suspension in ROW was left to mix
overnight, however the suspension did not appear to be more clear or viscous, indicating
that the increase in pH did not promote agar dissolution. Other pH modifications were not
attempted, as increasing the acidity of the suspension may have resulted in unintended
reactions. Agar was thus considered to be mostly insoluble in room temperature water, and
the finalized protocol for norbornene functionalization depended on a surface level
reaction. No difference in dissolution was seen between different mixing times, however
once added to the ROW, the agar was allowed to mix for at least 30 minutes before addition
of the carbic anhydride. Prolonged mixing was avoided to reduce production of hydrolysis
products. No modification was needed for the isolation of solids after functionalization, as
the cAgar and other unreacted starting materials were successfully precipitated in ice-cold
acetone. The white solids that resulted from the precipitation were vacuum dried as in Fein
(2020).29
The purification protocol was also modified due to evidence of impurities postdialysis. Initial trials of agar functionalization were filtered by dialysis in ROW for three
days, with the water being changed twice daily. After being freeze-dried, functionalization
success of each trial was determined using both IR spectroscopy and 1H NMR spectroscopy
spectroscopy. For all cAgar syntheses, IR spectroscopy confirmed functionalization
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success. Figure 3.1 represents the IR spectra of agar and cAgar, with cAgar offset by 0.6
AU (arbitrary units) absorbance for better visualization. Figure 3.2 represents the IR
spectra of both agar and synthesized cAgar in the 1500 cm-1 to 1800 cm-1 wavenumber
range, which was determined to be the most indicative of functionalization. Both spectra
of agar and cAgar share a signal at around 1650 cm-1 , which was due to OH bending of
-1

absorbed water. The cAgar spectrum has two new signals at 1560 cm-1 and 1715 cm-1, each
indicating functionalization. The 1560 cm-1 signal corresponds to the carboxylate formed
during the opening of the five membered ring on the norbornene, while the 1715 cm-1 signal
corresponds to the ester linking norbornene to the hydroxyl group of the agar.

Agar

cAgar

1.8
1.6

Absorbance (AU)

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
3950

3450

2950

2450

Wavenumber

1950

1450

950

450

(cm-1)

Figure 3.1. IR Spectra of Agar and cAgar measured between 450 and 4000 cm-1 wavenumber expressed in arbitrary
absorbance units (AU). cAgar absorbance offset by 0.6 AU for better visualization.
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Agar

cAgar
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1.6
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0.6
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0
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1650
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1600

1550
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Figure 3.2. IR Spectra of Agar and cAgar measured between 1500 and 1800 cm-1 wavenumber expressed in
arbitrary absorbance units (AU). cAgar absorbance offset by 0.6 AU for better visualization.
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H NMR spectroscopy also evidenced functionalization; however, some peaks

indicated the presence of impurities. Figure 3.3 represents the 1H NMR spectrum for agar,
which was used as a reference of comparison for the spectra of cAgar, while Figure 3.4
represents the spectrum of the first synthesis of cAgar. On both the agar and cAgar spectra,
the range of peaks between 5 and 5.5 ppm correspond to the anomeric protons on the agar
backbone and are indicated by the red box. The spectrum of cAgar has two new peak
regions at both 0.9 to 1.25 ppm (indicated by the green box) and 5.75 to 6.25 ppm (indicated
by the blue box). These regions correspond to the alkyl and alkene protons on the
norbornene, respectively. The sharp peak in the region of 5.75 to 6.25 ppm was indicative
of the dicarboxylic acid that results from hydrolysis of excess carbic anhydride that is not
reacted onto the hydroxyl group of the agar. The presence of this peak indicated that 3-day
dialysis was insufficient in removing excess carbic anhydride. Other peaks on the spectrum
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did not correspond to any expected protons on the cAgar, agar, or hydrolyzed carbic
anhydride, such as the peak at 0 (indicated by purple box). These peaks may have been due
to residual substances present in the 1H NMR tube from prior use. Due to both unidentified
peaks and the presence of hydrolyzed carbic anhydride, cAgar which had been dialyzed for
three days were resuspended in ROW and dialyzed for another three days. All subsequent
syntheses were dialyzed for six days. The doubling of dialysis time did not fully remove
impurities, however the corresponding peaks from later 1H NMR plots were smaller
(Figure 2.1), indicating that the longer dialysis time was beneficial in minimizing
impurities.

Figure 3.3. 1H NMR and corresponding structure of agar in DMSO. Anomeric protons represented in
red.
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Figure 3.4 1H NMR and corresponding structure of initial cAgar synthesis in DMSO. Anomeric protons
represented
in red. Alkene protons represented by blue. Alkyl protons represented by green. Sample
‘
impurity signal represented by purple box.

Several cAgar syntheses were performed to generate enough polymer for plastic
formation. In order to ensure functionalization was consistent across all samples, cAgar
produced across all syntheses was resuspended and mixed in ROW together before being
freeze-dried as a single, homogenous mixture. 1H NMR was again used to calculate the
percent functionalization of the combined cAgar. The integration of the peaks
corresponding to the alkene protons on the norbornene was divided by the integration of
the peaks corresponding to the anomeric protons for three independent samples of
combined cAgar. The average of these samples, 22.5%, was considered to be the percent
functionalization for the cAgar, and was used in subsequent calculations for the thiol-ene
reaction (3.3). This was low relative to the CMC functionalization in McOscar (2018),
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which had up to 45% functionalization, however this was higher than that of CNF in Fein
(2020), which estimated functionalization at 5%.29,30

3.2 Plastic Formation
The process for plastic formation was adapted from Rusli (2017) and was modified
to match the results of preliminary plastic formation trials.17 First, preliminary trials were
performed in order to determine the optimum basis weight for the plastics. Fein (2020)
used a basis weight of 25 g m-2 for plastics using norbornene-modified CNF.29 When 25 g
m-2 was attempted for agar using a 1% weight suspension in ROW, the plastic tore when
being lifted from the petri dish. This could have been due to low structural stability, sticking
of the bioplastic to the petri dish, or both. The basis weight was increased to 50 g m-2 and
75 g m-2 , with 2% and 3% weight suspensions, respectively, following the same formation
2

protocol as the initial plastic. Both increased weight suspensions had increased structural
integrity, however both stuck similarly to the petri dish, hindering removal from the dish.
In response to this, the petri dishes in which the plastics were cast were sprayed with Teflon
to create a barrier between the experimental bioplastic and the polystyrene of the petri dish.
This prevented sticking to the bottom of the dish, however some plastics stuck to the sides
of the dish and subsequently tore while oven-drying. Additionally, without the restraint of
sticking to the petri dish, the higher basis weight plastic formulas curled during drying. The
plastic samples with 75 g m-2 basis weight curled significantly in comparison to plastics
with basis weights of 25 and 50 g m-2. To balance both curling and structural integrity
concerns, 50 g m-2 was chosen as the basis weight for all experimental plastics.
Additionally, the total solid weight suspension was decreased to 0.77% in order to prevent
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burning of the agar on the bottom of the beaker during the dissolution period, which would
have caused variability in the final basis weight of the plastics.
To further offset curling, the bottoms of the petri dishes were drilled with holes and
placed on top of the gels before they were placed in the oven. A small metal weight was
also placed on top of the cover to provide further restraint. The restraint was the most
successful with Ag, Ag/Gl, and cAg. The plastics which incorporated NR tended to curl
the most. This impacted the basis weight of the final plastic samples, which were cut from
the cast plastics, so the weight of each sample was not consistent between plastics.
Figure 3.5 represents the prepared tensile testing strips for all plastics 1-6. Ag and
cAg plastics were visually and texturally similar. Both were clear, slightly curled, and
brittle. Ag/Gl was milkier in opacity, but still transparent, and was the least curled of all
plastic formulas. Ag/NR, cAg/NR and cAg/NR rxn were the most opaque of all plastic
formulas.

Figure 3.5. Prepared tensile testing strips cut from plastics. From left to right: Ag, Ag/Gl, Ag/NR, cAg,
cAg/NR, cAg/NR rxn.
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3.3. The Thiol-ene Reaction
The cAg/NR rxn was the only plastic to utilize the thiol-ene reaction. The protocol
for the thiol-ene reaction was adapted from Fein (2020) who, as in the maximization of
norbornene modification, did not optimize the concentration of crosslinker or radical
initiator relative to norbornenes.29 Preliminary trials of the thiol-ene reaction utilized the
same concentrations of radical initiators APS and TEMED, both at 20 mM, and of DTDEG,
the dithiol crosslinker, at 60 mM as in the Fein (2020) study.29 Agar was dissolved in ROW
heated to 92 ºC at a 0.385 weight %, Once dissolved, NR was added, and the solution was
cooled down to 37 ºC before being added to a round bottom flask to be purged with
nitrogen. This process prevented enough water from evaporating so that a gel could not
form during the reaction period, as the cAgar concentration required for gelation is 0.5%
weight in ROW. After the three-hour reaction time with the radical initiators and
crosslinker, the solution was heated to 92 ºC to evaporate excess water that might prevent
gelling, and cast akin to the five prior plastic formulas. After being cast and allowed to cool
to room temperature, the solution did not gel. The lack of gelation indicated success of the
thiol-ene reaction, as the coupling of the molecules may have prevented the molecular
overlap and electrostatic interactions that allow for gelation. However, as the added
restraint used in the other plastics depended on resting the petri dish top on the gelled
solution, no restraint could be utilized for this plastic. The resulting plastic is depicted in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Resulting film from the first trial of thiol-norbornene
modifications to couple agar to natural rubber.

Unlike the plastics made from thiol-norbornene modified CNF at these
concentrations, the thiol-norbornene modified plastic had no structural integrity and could
not be removed from the petri dish without crumbling. The brown color of the product
indicates excess oxidation by TEMED. Both the color and the poor structure of the product
indicated that the maximization of radical initiation and crosslinking may have overreacted
the cAgar and NR. The cAgar and NR may have coupled so effectively to themselves and
each other that they were unable to form the electrostatic interactions and molecular
overlap needed for plastic formation. Subsequent trials were aimed at optimizing the thiolene reaction by reacting enough cAgar to promote dispersion without sacrificing the
structural integrity of the plastics. Structural integrity was gauged by the plastic’s ability
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to withstand being removed from the petri dish without crumbling. These trials either
reduced the proportion of NR in the plastic or reduced the concentration of the radical
initiators and crosslinkers that were added to the solution. In all subsequent preliminary
and experimental trials, the concentration of DTDEG was reduced to 1.43 mM for a 1:1
ratio of thiol to norbornene.
Table 3.1 represents the reaction conditions and reactant concentrations for the
troubleshooting of the thiol-ene reaction. The reduction of natural rubber to a 3:2 mass
ratio of cAgar to NR yielded a plastic with more structural integrity than the initial trials
utilizing a 1:1 ratio. Again, the solution did not gel when being cast into the petri dish,
indicating success of the thiol-ene reaction. Due to this, no restraint could be added during
drying, however the plastic did not curl as other blends of agar, cAgar, and NR had before.
Additionally, the plastic retained a brown-ish color from oxidation.

Table 3.1 Reactant concentrations, reaction temperatures and observations of thiol-ene reaction
troubleshooting.

Trial
1

cAg
(wt%)
0.385

NR
(wt%)
0.385

DTDEG
(mM)
60

APS
(mM)
20

TEMED
(mM)
20

Temp
(ºC)
37

2

0.385

0.385

1.43

10

0

37

3

0.513

0.257

1.43

10

0

70

4

0.385

0.385

1.43

1.0

0

70

5

0.385

0.385

1.43

0.5

0

70
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Result
Brown film
Could not be lifted from petri dish
Lighter colored than trial 1, but
still brown
Also could not be lifted from petri
dish
Whitish-brown color, could be
removed from petri dish with some
tearing
White color, could be removed
with some tearing
White color, removed from petri
dish with minimal tearing

All trials utilizing reduction of radial initiator maintained the initial cAgar to NR
mass ratio of 1:1. Reduction of radical initiators was also successful in improving the
structural integrity of the plastic. No further trial utilized TEMED as a radical initiator, and
all further preliminary and experimental trials utilized solely APS at 70 ºC for radical
initiation. Removal of TEMED and reduction of APS concentration from 20 mM to 10 mM
yielded a slightly lighter colored plastic than the initial trial, however this plastic also
lacked structural stability, and could not be removed from the petri dish without crumbling.
Further reduction of APS continually improved the structural stability and decreased the
brownish color of the plastics, further increasing the ease with which the plastics could be
removed from the petri dishes. At APS concentrations of 0.5 mM and 1.0 mM, the thiolnorbornene modified cAgar/NR solution was more viscous, however these solutions still
did not gel, maintaining the evidence for success of the thiol-ene reaction. For all
experimental plastics, a final APS concentration of 0.5 mM was used with a 1:1 mass ratio
of cAgar to NR. This was chosen to promote dispersion with sacrificing the structural
integrity of the plastic, however the reaction was not fully optimized.

3.4 IR Spectra Analysis of Thiol-Norbornene-Modifications
The IR spectra of both sides of Ag/NR, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn plastics was
taken to characterize the impact of thiol-norbornene modifications on natural rubber
dispersion. Figure 3.7 represents the spectrum of both sides of Ag/NR. Figure 3.8
represents the spectrum of both sides of cAg/NR. Figure 3.9. represents the spectra of both
sides of cAg/NR rxn. In all spectra, side (b) is offset by 0.6 in order to better visualize and
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compare key absorbance regions. In general, side (b) was considered to be the side with a
higher abundance of NR.

Ag/NR (a)

1.8

Ag/NR (b)

1.6

Absorbance (AU)

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
3950

3450

2950

2450

1950

1450

950

450

Wavenumber (cm-1)
Figure 3.7. IR spectra of Ag/NR. Wavenumber reported as cm-1. Absorbance expressed as arbitrary units
due to normalization. Side (b) offset by 0.6 AU for better visualization.

cAg/NR (a)

2

cAg/NR (b)

1.8
1.6

Absorbance

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
3950

3450

2950

2450

Wavenumber

1950

1450

950

450

(cm-1)

Figure 3.8. IR spectra of cAg/NR. Wavenumber reported as cm-1 . Absorbance expressed as arbitrary
units due to normalization. Side (a) offset by 0.6 AU for better visualization.
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cAg/NR rxn (a)

cAg/NR rxn (b)

1.8
1.6

Absorbance

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
3950

3450

2950

2450

1950

Wavenumber

1450

950

450

(cm-1)

Figure 3.8. IR spectra of cAg/NR rxn. Wavenumber reported as cm-1 . Absorbance expressed as
arbitrary units due to normalization. Side (b) offset by 0.6 AU for better visualization.

Presence of NR in the plastics is indicated by the signals between 2750 cm and
-1

3050 cm-1. Difference in relative absorbance was used to determine the difference in NR
prevalence on each side of the plastic. Plastics with similar NR abundance between sides
were considered more uniform dispersion relative to plastics that had variation in signal
strength between sides. Ag/NR had a higher NR signal on side (b) relative to side (a),
indicating that there was some separation between the two constituents. cAg/NR did not
appear to have a difference in signal strength, indicating increased dispersion of NR
relative to Ag/NR. Side (b) of cAg/NR had two large signals between 1100 cm-1 and 1275
cm-1, however these are assumed to be due to the Teflon spray used during plastic casting,
and are therefore not indicative of NR dispersion. These signals were not present in either
side of any other plastic. cAg/NR rxn had the greatest difference in signal size between
sides, indicating that this plastic had the most separation of the three NR-containing
plastics.
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The results of IR analysis indicate that while norbornene-modification does
promote dispersion, the thiol-ene reaction coupled with norbornene-modification increases
separation of the constituents. However, relative to other studies utilizing thiol-norbornene
modifications to promote dispersion of NR, the Ag/NR, which used no methods of
modification to prevent separation, had a uniform dispersion to begin with. This may be
due to the gelling nature of agar. Constituents of different densities would separate over
time. While agar and NR have different densities, the plastic forming process in this study
may not have allowed the necessary time for separation. After being mixed at a temperature
of 92 ºC for at least ten minutes after the dissolution of agar, the agar/NR mixtures were
mixed continuously until the temperature of the solution was low enough to be cast into
the petri dish. Gelation typically occurred within a minute of casting. This left little time
for the constituents to separate, as constituents would more readily separate in a liquid
suspension than in a gel. Fein (2020), which utilized norbornene functionalization to
promote NR dispersion in CNF, also had gelation during the plastic forming process,
however the drying rate of the CNF plastics was different than the plastics in this study,
which may have allowed more time for NR separation.29 Additionally, the mesh size of
CNF is larger than that of agar, which may have allowed NR to separate more easily after
gelation in plastics made from CNF than those made from agar.
The cAg/NR plastic utilized the same formation process as the Ag/NR plastic. As
such, the solution gelled in the same manner, which would have prevented separation.
While Ag/NR had some separation, cAg/NR appeared to have uniform dispersion
throughout the plastic, evidenced by the similarity in signals strength between sides. As
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the procedures were the same for both plastics, the IR spectra indicates that norbornenemodification successfully increases the dispersion of NR throughout the plastic.
The cAg/NR rxn plastic utilized a different procedure than the other five plastics
due to the requirements of the thiol-ene reaction. While heated and continually mixed
similar to the other plastics, one of the key indicators of thiol-ene reaction success was the
prevention of gelling in the casted plastic. The lack of gelation may have allowed more
time for the separation of cAgar and NR during the plastic drying process. This may be
prevented by further optimization of the thiol-ene reaction and the plastic formation
procedure of the cAg/NR rxn plastic, however no further optimization was attempted in
this study.

3.5 Analysis of Tensile Properties
The viability of bioplastics as alternatives to petroleum-based plastics depends
heavily on their material properties. While bioplastics can be competitive in strength, they
are often lacking in toughness and flexibility. Thiol-norbornene modifications coupling the
agar to natural rubber particles was aimed at increasing the toughness and flexibility
without the impact on strength and modulus seen with glycerol.
For each plastic formula, at least three and up to five samples were tested. All of
the following analyses used the average of these samples. Four key tensile properties were
analyzed for each plastic formula. The first of these parameters was maximum tensile
stress, or the maximum force divided by the cross-sectional area of the sample. Figure 3.9
represents the maximum stress for the six plastic formulas in MPa. Error bars represent the
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95% confidence interval. The values for maximum stress, standard deviation, and the 95%
confidence interval are listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Average maximum stress, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals for plastic
samples.

Plastic
Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR
cAg
cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

Max Stress (MPa) Standard Deviation (MPa) 95% Confidence (MPa)
120
40
40
10
1
1
60
8
7
110
20
10
74
10
10
55
2
2

180.0
160.0

Max Stress (MPa)

140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0
Ag

Ag/Gl

Ag/NR

cAg

cAg/NR

cAg/NR rxn

Plastic
Figure 3.9. Average maximum stress (MPa) of tensile samples for plastic formulas. Bars represent
maximum stress averaged over at least three samples. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.

Ag and cAg had the highest overall strength, at 120 ± 40 MPa and 110 ± 20 MPa,
respectively. Although cAg was lower than Ag, the p-value calculated using ANOVA
aalysis was 0.52, so the difference in means cannot be considered statistically significant.
Ag/Gl, on the other hand, had the lowest maximum stress, at 9 ± 1 MPa. The 95%
confidence interval error bars for Ag/Gl did not overlap with those of any other plastic,
indicating that this plastic was significantly lower in maximum stress than the other plastics
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analyzed. The NR containing plastics, Ag/NR, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn, all had average
maximum stresses lower than those of Ag and cAg but higher than that of glycerol. The
maximum stresses for these plastics were 60 ± 8 MPa, 70 ± 10 MPa, and 55 ± 2 MPa,
respectively. The p-value calculated between all three NR containing plastics was 0.08,
suggesting that the difference between these plastics cannot be considered significant.
Relative to Ag, these plastics had p-values of 0.01, 0.08, and 0.04, respectively. This
suggests that, while the difference between Ag and cAg/NR cannot be considered
significant, the decrease in strength between Ag and both Ag/NR and cAg/NR rxn is
significant. Ag had the highest standard deviation, at 40% of the average maximum stress
value. Ag/NR, cAg, and cAg/NR all had high standard deviations, but were lower than that
of Ag, at 10%, 20%, and 20% of the average maximum stress, respectively. Ag/Gl and
cAg/NR rxn had the lowest standard deviations, at 6% and 4% of maximum stress,
respectively.
The results of maximum stress analysis indicate that the inclusion of both glycerol
and NR decrease the load capacity of the plastic. The inclusion of NR, however, impacted
the stress less than did glycerol. The similarity in maximum stress between Ag and cAg
suggest that norbornene-modification without addition of NR does not significantly impact
the load capacity of the plastic. While the average maximum stress of cAg/NR compared
to Ag/NR suggests that norbornene-modification lessened the impact of NR on load
capacity, the p-value suggests that the difference was not significant. Similarly, the average
maximum stress of cAg/NR rxn, suggests that the thiol-ene reaction further sacrificed the
load capacity of the plastic, however the p-value was too large for this difference to be
considered significant.
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The second characteristic considered was tensile strain, or the deformation per unit
length of the sample. Figure 3.10 represents the maximum strain for the six plastic formulas
in percent. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The values for maximum
strain, standard deviation, and the 95% confidence interval are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Average maximum strain, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals for plastic
samples.

Plastic
Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR
cAg
cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

Max Strain (%)

Standard Deviation (%)
10
50
12
5
20
20

95% Confidence (%)

6
20
3
2
8
10

5
20
2
2
8
11

80.0
70.0

Max Strain (%)

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
Ag

Ag/Gl

Ag/NR

cAg

cAg/NR

cAg/NR rxn

Plastic
Figure 3.10. Average maximum strain (%) of tensile samples for plastic formulas. Bars represent
maximum strain averaged over at least three samples. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.

cAg had the overall lowest maximum strain at 5 ± 2%, followed by Ag and Ag/NR
at 10 ± 6% and 12 ± 3%, respectively. While the difference between Ag and cAg was not
significant, with a p-value of 0.12, the difference between cAg and Ag/NR was 0.04,
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indicating that the higher maximum strain in Ag/NR was significant relative to that of cAg.
cAg/NR and cAg/NR rxn had the next highest maximum strains at 17 ± 7% and 18 ± 10%,
respectively. The difference between these plastics was not significant, with a p-value of
0.9. The p-values of cAg/NR and cAg/NR rxn compared to Ag were 0.16 and 0.15,
respectively, meaning the higher maximum strain in these plastics relative to Ag cannot be
considered significant. Ag/Gl had the highest maximum strain, at 50 ± 20%. While the
standard deviations were high, the increase in maximum strain relative to Ag had a p-value
of 0.002, indicating statistical significance. It was also significantly higher than the
cAg/NR rxn, which had the next highest average maximum strain, with a p-value of 0.04.
The standard deviations were relatively high for Ag, Ag/Gl, cAg, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR
rxn, at 60%, 30%, 40%, 40% and 50% of the maximum strain, respectively. Ag/NR had
the lowest standard deviation at 20%.
The results of tensile strain analysis indicate that the addition of NR does not
increase the flexibility of the plastic as much as the addition of glycerol. Both additives did
show some benefit in improving the strain, however the improvement by NR could not be
considered statistically significant relative to the strain of Ag. The average maximum strain
of Ag/NR, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn were all higher than that of Ag, however due to the
high p-values, these could also not be considered statistically significant. The high standard
deviations were likely due to defects in the samples.
The third characteristic analyzed was the elastic modulus, or the initial slope of the
stress strain curve where the curve exhibits linear behavior. The elastic modulus measures
the stiffness of the material. A higher elastic modulus is indicative of a stiffer, more brittle
material. Figure 3.11 represents the elastic modulus for the six plastic formulas in GPa.
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Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The values for elastic modulus, standard
deviation, and the 95% confidence interval are listed in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Average elastic modulus, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals for plastic
samples.

Plastic
Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR
cAg
cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

Modulus (GPa) Standard Deviation (GPa)
95% Confidence (GPa)
3.8
0.4
0.4
0.05
0.02
0.02
1.8
0.2
0.2
3.5
0.2
0.2
1.9
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.6
0.7

4.5

Young's Modulus (GPa)

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
Ag

Ag/Gl

Ag/NR

cAg

cAg/NR

cAg/NR rxn

Plastic
Figure 3.11. Average elastic modulus (GPa) of tensile samples for plastic formulas. Bars represent elastic
modulus averaged over at least three samples. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.

Ag and cAg had the overall highest elastic moduli, at 3.8 ± 0.4 GPa and 3.5 ± 0.2
GPa, respectively. The difference in modulus was insignificant, with a p-value of 0.25.
These were also significantly higher than any of the other plastics, with the ANOVA
comparison of Ag and cAg to cAg/NR (the next highest modulus) having p-values of
0.0003 and 0.0001, respectively. The plastics with the next highest moduli were Ag/NR,
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cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn, at 1.8 ± 0.2 GPa, 1.9 ± 0.4 GPa, and 1.0 ± 0.6 GPa, respectively.
The difference between Ag/NR and cAg/NR is not statistically significant, with a p-value
of 0.5, however the difference between Ag/NR and cAg/NR rxn has a p-value of 0.03,
indicating statistical significance. Ag/Gl had the lowest modulus, at 0.05 ± 0.02 GPa. This
plastic was significantly lower than all other plastics, the ANOVA comparison between
Ag/Gl and cAg/NR rxn (the next lowest modulus) yielding a p-value of 0.05. Overall, the
standard deviations relative to values were lower than for maximum stress and strain.
cAg/NR rxn had the highest relative standard deviation at 60% of the modulus, followed
by Ag/Gl at 40%. cAg/NR had the next highest standard deviations at 20%. Ag, Ag/NR
and cAg had the lowest standard deviations, at 10%, 10% and 6%, respectively.
The results of elastic modulus analysis indicate that the use of additives in agarbased plastics decreases the stiffness of the plastic. As a plasticizer, glycerol had the
greatest impact on modulus, evidenced by the low modulus of the Ag/Gl plastic relative to
that of the other plastics. The addition of NR also decreased the stiffness. Norbornenemodifications alone had no significant impact on the stiffness of the plastic, meaning that
stiffness decrease seen in Ag/NR, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn resulted from the addition of
natural rubber. Additionally, there was no significant difference between the Ag/NR and
cAg/NR, indicating that norbornene modification with addition of NR did not further
decrease the stiffness of the plastic. Despite the high standard deviation, cAg/NR rxn
decreased the stiffness of the plastic relative to Ag/NR with statistical significance
evidenced by the p-value.
The fourth key parameter analyzed was the overall toughness of the plastic. The
toughness is considered to be the area underneath the stress strain curve, which is
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representative of a material’s ability to absorb energy before failure. It also considers the
ability of the material to deform under force without fracturing. Figure 3.12 represents the
toughness (MPa) of each plastic. Bars represent the toughness averaged across at least three
samples. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The values for toughness,
standard deviation, and the 95% confidence interval are listed in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Average toughness, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals for plastic samples.

Plastic
Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR
cAg

Toughness (MPa)
4.1
1.8
2.1
3.0

cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

Standard Deviation (MPa) 95% Confidence (MPa)
2.7
2.4
0.7
0.8
1.2
1.0
1.6
1.4

1.9
3.7

0.6
2.3

0.6
2.6

7.0

Toughness (MPa)

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
Ag

Ag/Gl

Ag/NR

cAg

cAg/NR

cAg/NR rxn

Plastic

Figure 3.12. Average toughness (MPa) of tensile samples for plastic formulas. Bars represent elastic
modulus averaged over at least three samples. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.

Ag and cAg/NR rxn had the highest toughness values, at 4.1 ± 2.7 MPa and 3.7 ±
2.3 MPa, respectively. The difference between these plastics was not statistically
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significant, with a p-value of 0.5. cAg had the next highest toughness at 3.0 ± 1.6 MPa.
While the average was lower than that of Ag and cAg/NR rxn, the difference was not
significant, with p-values of 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. Ag/Gl, Ag/NR, and cAg/NR all had
similar toughness, at 1.8 ± 0.7 MPa, 2.1 ± 1.2 MPa, and 1.9 ± 0.6 MPa, respectively. The
difference of these plastics relative to Ag could also not be considered significant, with pvalues of 0.3, 0.1, and 0.8, respectively. All samples had high standard deviations at 66%,
39%, 57%, 53%, 32%, and 62% of the toughness for Ag, Ag/Gl, Ag/NR, cAg, cAg/NR,
and cAg/NR rxn, respectively.
While the average toughness values indicate that both additives decreased the
toughness of the plastic, these differences could not be considered significant based on the
p-values. Similarly, the impact of both modifications on toughness was not statistically
significant when compared to the other plastics.
Overall, analysis of tensile properties indicates that both glycerol and natural rubber
increased the strain of the plastic, however the increase of NR was not as statistically
significant. Contrarily, the addition of NR had less impact on the load capacity relative to
the addition of glycerol. Norbornene modification without addition of NR had no impact
on tensile properties, however norbornene modification with NR did have higher maximum
strain with less impact on stress than addition of NR alone. These differences are not
considered statistically significant due to the high p-values. The thiol-norbornene
modifications with addition of NR decreased the average maximum stress relative to the
norbornene modifications with NR, however the strain between the two was similar.
Furthermore, thiol-norbornene modifications had a lower strain and higher toughness than
other plastics using NR, however the p-values were too high for this difference to be
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considered significant. As the standard deviations were high, there were likely defects in
the samples. A greater sample size and better optimization of the plastic-forming protocol
may decrease the variance and subsequently increase the significance of the results.

3.6 Degradation Analysis
While bioplastics are considered biodegradable due to their ability to be broken
down by hydrolysis and microbial processes, there is no standard timeline specified for
biodegradation. Some bioplastics take years to fully break down, leaving ample time to
harm the environment. Bioplastics subjected to the same waste mismanagement practices
as petroleum-based plastics can still result in animal entanglement and ingestion when
released into the natural environment. As such, degradability should be a key concern in
determining the viability of bioplastics as sustainable alternatives to standard petroleumbased plastics. In this study, degradation was plotted as percent mass remaining after each
increment, with the initial mass of each replicate being 100%. Lines were added on the plot
to help visualize the patterns of degradation but are not predictive of trends between
measurements. The degradation of the plastics is represented in Figure 3.13. Individual
points represent the percent mass remaining after each five-day increment. Error bars
represent the standard deviation across the five replicates for each plastic. Percent mass
losses are listed in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6. Average percent mass loss after each five-day degradation increment. Percent mass losses
averaged over five replicates.

Plastic
Day 5 (%)
Day 10 (%)
Day 15 (%)
Day 20 (%)
Formula
1
10.8
12.6
13.4
12.9
2
56.8
64.2
65.5
65.0
3
24.4
25.8
29.1
29.3
4
10.9
15.0
14.3
13.6
5
13.0
16.9
20.2
18.7
6
7.5
8.8
10.2
10.4

Percent Mass (%)

100

80

Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR

60

cAg
cAg/NR

40

cAg/NR rxn

20
0

5

10

15

20

Time Elapsed (Days)
Figure 3.13. Percent mass loss of plastics degraded in water for 20 days. Individual points represent
average percent mass remaining averaged over five replicates measured every five days. Error bars
represent standard deviation.

All experimental plastics followed a similar trend between day 0 and 5, and
between day 5 and 10. Between days 0 and 5, the percent mass decreased sharply, however
between day 5 and 10, the mass loss leveled off. The sharp initial mass loss is assumed to
be due to a burst release of the molecules for all plastics. cAg and cAg/NR were the only
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plastics which had mass increases after incubation, on days 15 and 20, respectively. The
mass changes were under 0.001 g so this is assumed to be due to variance in the balance,
which had an error of ± 0.0005 mg.
The Ag/Gl plastic had the sharpest initial decrease, losing more than 50% of mass
within the first five days. Its mass loss between days 5 and 10 was also high relative to the
rest of the plastics, however it too tapered off between days 10 and 15, maintaining a
relatively consistent mass percentage for the remainder of the trial. The Ag/NR rubber
plastic also had a higher mass loss relative to Ag, cAg, cAg/NR, and cAg/NR rxn plastics,
however this plastic stuck to the wells of the plates and was difficult to remove. Because
of this, some pieces of plastic could not be recovered, so this data is not considered
accurate. The cAg/NR rxn plastic had the lowest percent mass decrease in the first week,
however the error bars overlapped with the error bars of Ag, cAg, and cAg/NR, so the
difference was not significant. In subsequent weeks, however, the cAg/NR rxn continually
had the least mass loss, maintaining nearly 90% of initial mass throughout the trial.
The standard deviations by increment were relatively consistent for each plastic,
however they varied between plastics. In some plastics, such as Ag and Ag/Gl, the standard
deviations were highest in the first week and lower in subsequent weeks, however all
standard deviations were relatively low, indicating low variability in the replicates. The
average standard deviations for Ag and Ag/Gl were 1.5% and 1.8%, respectively. cAg
overall had a similar average standard deviation to the latter two plastics, at 1.5%. Ag/NR
and cAg/NR, on the other hand, consistently had the highest standard deviations, at 5.8%
and 11%, respectively, indicating high variability of these plastics. However, the high
standard deviation of Ag/NR was likely due to the inability to retrieve all material from the
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six-well plate after drying. As such, the cAg/NR was considered to be the most variable of
all plastic formulas. cAg/NR rxn had a higher standard deviation than Ag, Ag/Gl, and cAg,
however, the standard deviation was lower than that of Ag/NR and cAg/NR, at 2.2%. The
weekly standard deviations are listed in Table 3.7.

Figure 3.7. Standard deviation of percent mass losses averaged over five replicates.
Plastic
Formula

Ag
Ag/Gl
Ag/NR
cAg
cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

Day 5 (%)

Day 10 (%)

Day 15 (%)

Day 20 (%)

2.1
2.4
4.2
1.6
11
2.1

1.2
1.4
9.3
1.9
11
2.2

1.3
1.6
4.8
1.1
12
2.8

1.3
1.8
4.6
1.3
9.1

1.9

The results of the degradation study support the notion that inclusion of glycerol
increases the degradation speed of the bioplastic. This is likely due to the nature of glycerol
as a plasticizer, which promotes plastic flexibility by disrupting the electrostatic
interactions between the polymers. Glycerol is also known to decrease water-vapor barrier
properties of bioplastics by increasing the void fraction. Additionally, as no reaction to
couple glycerol to agar was attempted, the compounds were not bound within the plastic.
This coupled with the small size of glycerol molecules relative to agar and natural rubber
allowed for easier diffusion of glycerol from the plastic. The majority of mass loss in the
Ag/Gl plastic is assumed to be due to glycerol diffusion, rather than the diffusion of agar.
The impact of NR without agar modification on the degradation of the bioplastic
could not be fully determined due to the inability to retrieve all material from the six well
plates. However, the similar degradation of the Ag and cAg bioplastics suggests that
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norbornene modification without the inclusion of natural rubber did not decrease the
degradability of the plastic. The degradation of the cAg/NR plastic was similar to that of
Ag and cAg for the first two increments, suggesting that norbornene modification and the
addition of natural rubber did not hinder degradation. Overall, NR did not appear to diffuse
out of the plastic as quickly as glycerol.
The thiol-norbornene modification with the addition of natural rubber, however,
did seem to slightly slow degradation. The thiol-ene reaction results in a tighter coupling
of plastic constituents than solely the norbornene-modification. As such, there would be
more non-polymerically bound constituents that could quickly escape from the plastic.
However, the cAg/NR rxn plastic followed the same general pattern of degradation as the
other plastics, with a burst of mass loss in the first increment, and subsequent percent mass
remaining relatively consistent for the subsequent increments. In addition, the decrease in
degradation, while significant for some increments based on lack of overlapping standard
deviations, was relatively small. Overall, the thiol-norbornene modification with the
addition of natural rubber did not greatly slow the degradability of the plastic relative to
the original agar plastics.
An important note is that the degradation in this study cannot be considered
biodegradation, as it did not take place in the natural environment and therefore did not
allow for decomposition by microbial organisms. The mass loss was likely due mainly to
the loss of non-polymerically bound constituents or particles of lower molecular weight,
which would have diffused more readily than larger molecules that were polymerically
bound. The partial solubility of agar might have also contributed to the mass loss. In order
to better understand biodegradation, this process would need to be replicated in an
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environment available to microorganisms. This could include aquatic or terrestrial
agricultural ecosystems, which would allow ample opportunity for microbial
decomposition. Additionally, this study only characterized the degradation of these plastics
over twenty days. A long-term degradation or biodegradation study of several months to
years would be better suited to understand the impact of each modification procedure on
the long-term degradability of the plastic. Additionally, in order to minimize the standard
deviation and decrease overall variability, this degradation study would need to be repeated
with an increased number of replicates to better ensure the statistical accuracy of the results.

3.7 Artemia sp. Toxicology

Artemia are regarded as excellent model organisms for toxicity analysis due to their
adaptability to laboratory conditions and ease of use.21 This study utilized swimming speed,
which is considered to be the most accurate indicator of toxicity response in Artemia.18
After being exposed to experimental or control conditions, each specimen was recorded
for 30 seconds. This video was then watched by three independent observers who were
blinded to the conditions associated with each video. Artemia were ranked on a three-point
scale, which had been developed after preliminary control trials aimed at understanding the
swimming patterns of the genus were performed. A rank of 1 indicated little to no
movement, a rank of 2 indicated lethargic movement, and a rank of 3 indicated active,
excited movement. Artemia were not ranked on distance traveled and were instead ranked
solely on perceived activity level. The rankings of the three observers were averaged and
then rounded to the nearest whole number. The rounded average was chosen as the final
swimming speed used for analysis. Figure 3.14 represents the distribution of average
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Artemia swimming speed across all experimental and control conditions. Table 3.8
represents the calculated percent of each swimming speed ranking for each condition.
Fourteen replicates were used for each condition. The frequency bars in the chart represent
the number of replicates that were given each ranking.
Table 3.8. Frequency of swimming speed rankings as rounded percentages of total specimen for
experimental and control conditions.

Swimming Control
Speed
1
0%

Ag

Ag/Gl

Ag/NR

cAg

cAg/NR

6%

6%

13%

13%

0%

cAg/NR
rxn
0%

2

19%

50%

63%

56%

50%

38%

31%

3

81%

44%

31%

31%

38%

63%

69%

14
12

Frequency (count)

10

Control
Ag

8

Ag/Gl
Ag/NR

6

cAg
4

cAg/NR
cAg/NR rxn

2
0
1

2

3

Average Ranking

Figure 3.14. Relative distribution of Artemia swimming speed after exposure to experimental conditions.
Bars represent count of specimen ranked as each speed. Speeds averaged over three blinded and
independent observers.

Artemia exposed to the control, which was a 25 ppt solution mixed from ROW, had
the highest overall swimming speed distribution, with the majority of specimens (81%)
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being ranked as 3, few (19%) being ranked as 2, and no specimen being ranked as 1. Ag,
Ag/Gl, Ag/NR, and cAg plastics all had similar swimming speed distributions. Of these,
Ag had the most even division between rankings 2 and 3, while the other three plastics
each leaned slightly more towards rankings of 3. Each of these plastics also had at least
one specimen ranked as 1, which was unseen in the other three conditions. cAg/NR and
cAg/NR rxn had similar distributions to that of the control, with the majority of specimens
being ranked as 3, some being ranked as 2, and no specimens being ranked as 1. cAg/NR
rxn seemed to have a slightly higher distribution than cAg/NR, however considering the
small sample size, this was not considered significant. Overall, swimming speed
distribution indicates that the presence of agar (Ag), glycerol (Ag/Gl), natural rubber
(Ag/NR), and cAgar (cAg) all elicited a response in Artemia, with a 37%, 50%, 50%, and
43% decrease in 3 rankings relative to the control, respectively. The results also indicate,
however, that thiol-norbornene modifications may decrease the toxicity response from the
plastic, as cAg/NR and cAg/NR rxn had 19% and 25% more 3 rankings than Ag,
respectively.
Despite the toxicity of additives, petroleum-based plastics are not considered to be
toxic due to low solubility. The harm of additives comes when non-polymerically bound
components are able to escape from the material into air, water, saliva, or sweat. Again,
bioplastics are not inherently non-toxic. Unreacted and non-bound starting materials can
escape from bioplastic similarly as they would from petroleum-based plastics. Because
many bioplastics have poor water and oil-barrier properties, they may be more prone to
leach constituents than petroleum-based plastics. Faster degradation of bioplastics may
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also contribute to the leaching of non-polymerically bound materials. As a hydrocolloid,
agar may be especially prone to this release.
In this study, both norbornene functionalization and the thiol-ene reaction were
used to promote the dispersion of natural rubber throughout the agar. Norbornene
modification, while not coupling the two molecules together, may compatibilize the agar
with NR, preventing molecular release. The similarity in distribution between Ag and cAg
plastics indicates that the norbornene-modification without natural rubber did not increase
the toxicity of the plastic. The lower distribution of Artemia swimming speed of Ag/NR
plastics compared to cAg/NR plastics support the theory that norbornene-modification
helped prevent the leach of possibly toxic constituents into the water when natural rubber
was added to the plastic.
The thiol-ene reaction increases the polymeric binding of the constituents in the
plastic, subsequently decreasing the relative amount of non-polymerically bound agar and
natural rubber that could easily leach into water. One of the known benefits of the thiolene reaction is the generation of harmless byproducts. Accordingly, the toxicity response
from the cAg/NR rxn plastic was similar to that of cAg/NR, indicating that the thiolmodification had no negative impact on the toxicity of the plastic. Again, the thiol-ene
reaction was not fully optimized in this study. Further work to optimize the thiolnorbornene modifications, which may result in better coupling of the plastic constituents,
may decrease the Artemia toxicity response overall.
Aside from cAg, the plastics with the lowest overall Artemia swimming speed
distribution were those composed of agar and an additive with no modification. Ag/NR
and Ag/Gl plastics had the highest number of specimens ranked 2, and each had at least
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one ranked as 1. The Ag/Gl also had the sharpest initial decrease in mass during the
degradation study, indicating that it more readily released constituents into water. While
the Ag/NR had the second fastest degradation, these values were not considered to be
accurate, and therefore cannot be considered when analyzing release of constituents into
water. The similarity in swimming speed distribution across these four plastics indicates
that neither the inclusion of glycerol or natural rubber increased the toxicity of the plastic
more so than the other.
While Artemia are considered to be an excellent model organism for toxicology
assays, studies have found that they are not as sensitive to toxins as some other species. As
such, the short-term toxicity study would be better if coupled with a long-term toxicity
study (such as increasing exposure time to experimental conditions), with other metrics of
toxic response (such as hatching rate or mortality), or with other model organisms for
toxicity response. Additionally, because behavior is inherently variable, the results of this
study should be seen as preliminary. Further studies with increased sample size and
replicates should be completed to better gauge the statistical significance of these results.
Additionally, toxicology trials utilizing the cAg/NR rxn plastic were performed
independently from the five other plastics. The trials were performed under the same
conditions, however Artemia were sourced from a separate hatching, which may have
influenced the behavior. The controls used for analysis were from both hatchings and all
trials. Future trials aimed at gauging the statistical significance of these results should
perform all trials simultaneously to avoid inconsistency.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusions
While bioplastics are a promising answer to the global plastics problem, they are
far from a perfect solution. This study sought to understand just a small subset of the
concerns regarding bioplastic development. It studied the ability of agar to be
functionalized with norbornene, determined viable methods for producing agar-based
bioplastics, analyzed the ability of thiol-norbornene modifications to promote coupling of
constituents and dispersion of natural rubber, and tested the impact of both additives and
modifications on the tensile properties, degradability, and toxicity of the resulting plastics.
This study found that, despite agar’s insolubility in room temperature water, the
hydroxyl group on the agar polymer backbone allows for successful functionalization with
carbic anhydride in a surface-level reaction. The percent functionalization was difficult to
quantify due to impurities. Due to the lack of gelation during casting, the thiol-ene reaction
was also found to be successful when performed on norbornene-modified agar. However,
while norbornene-modification improved dispersion of NR in the plastic, the lack of
gelation resulting from the thiol-ene reaction may have led to decreased NR dispersion in
the thiol-norbornene modified plastic.
The addition of natural rubber overall decreased the load capacity of the plastic
relative to agar, however this decrease was less significant than addition of glycerol.
Natural rubber increased the average strain; however, this was not statistically significant.
The addition of natural rubber with and without modification also decreased the stiffness.
The thiol-ene reaction decreased the strength relative to the NR and norbornene-
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modification/NR plastic, however any further impact of the thiol-ene reaction could not be
considered statistically significant.
Addition of natural rubber and the norbornene modification did not significantly
impact the degradability of the plastic relative to the agar plastic. However, the decrease in
non-polymerically bound molecules resulting from the thiol-ene reaction may have
decreased the degradability of the plastic. Additionally, both norbornene and thiol-ene
modification procedures may have decreased the ability of plastic constituents to leech
easily into water, subsequently decreasing toxicity response on Artemia.

4.2 Future Work
While this study aimed to analyze the impact of natural rubber and modification
procedures in a comprehensive way, further work needs to be done to optimize the
procedures and strengthen the evidence behind the results. First and foremost, the tensile
testing, degradation, and toxicity trials would all need to be replicated with increased
sample sizes in order to ensure that the results are statistically significant. The results of
this study may have been impacted by small sample size for both tensile testing, which is
highly sensitive to defects and outliers, and for the Artemia toxicology trials, which are
influenced by the inherent variability of behavior.
Further work to improve the plastic and casting process may also increase the
accuracy of the results. While restraint was used during drying, some plastics did not
respond as well to the restraint. Plastics incorporating NR tended to curl the most,
increasing the overall width of experimental samples. Although the tensile analysis
corrected for the width of the plastic, the results of tensile testing, degradation, and
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toxicology may be more accurate with consistent sample width. Additionally, the Teflon
spray used to coat the petri dishes in which the plastics were cast may have influenced the
analyses. As the spray was a constant across all plastics, it should not have influenced the
results when comparing between plastics, however it would need to be taken into
consideration in comparing these bioplastics to petroleum-based plastics.
Further work is also needed in optimizing the thiol-ene reaction. The lack of
optimization of the thiol-norbornene modified plastic may have resulted in the decrease of
maximum stress seen in tensile testing. While lack of gelation indicated success of the
thiol-ene reaction, further characterization could be done to confirm success. Also, the
reliance of the plastic forming protocol on gelation may have hindered the ability of the
thiol-ene reaction to promote natural rubber dispersion in the plastic. Further
experimentation in reactant concentration and the plastic formation procedure may help to
balance the success of the thiol-ene reaction with the gelation needed for natural rubber
dispersion. Additionally, further improvement of cAgar purification via dialysis may be
beneficial in more accurately determining the percent functionalization, which would help
optimize the concentration of thiols from the DTDEG cross linker relative to
norbornenes. Similarly, further work is required to optimize the ratios of agar, cAgar,
natural rubber, and glycerol, as the ratios of these constituents may not be ideal in
developing bioplastics for commercial use. The ratios in this study were chosen to allow
comparison between the plastic formulas and therefore cannot be compared to
commercially available plastics.
Next, a biodegradation study utilizing microbial organisms may provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the degradability of the plastics. The degradation trial,
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while providing insight into the primary degradation, did not provide insight into the
ultimate degradation of the plastics, or the breakdown of the material on the molecular
scale. The presence of microbial organisms, many of which may have biochemical
pathways to metabolize the saccharides of the agar polymer backbone, may provide a more
accurate picture of how the plastic would degrade in the natural environment.
Additionally, the Artemia toxicology study should be coupled with other toxicology
studies in order to confirm the significance of the results. These other studies could include
a long-term toxicology study, where the Artemia are exposed to experimental conditions
for several hours, or a toxicology study using other model organisms, such as zebrafish.
These studies could also utilize other endpoints, such as hatch rate and mortality rate, that
were not analyzed in this study. This would help to not only ensure accuracy of the
swimming speed trials, but also provide a more comprehensive understanding of plastic
toxicity overall. Characterization of the water after plastic leaching may also confirm the
theory that the thiol-norbornene reaction decreased the release of the constituents into the
water.
Finally, the findings of this study could be used as the basis for future studies
utilizing other biopolymers, additives, or functionalization procedures for bioplastic
development. Despite its prevalence in the commercial market, the potential of bioplastics
as alternatives to petroleum-based plastics extends far past PLA. Agar is just one
biopolymer with promising bioplastic properties and sustainable sourcing. Natural rubber
is just one additive shown to improve the material properties of brittle bioplastics. While
bioplastics are far from novel materials, there is much research to be done in ensuring their
place on the commercial market as viable alternatives to petroleum-based plastics. While
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not a perfect solution, bioplastics are a promising one. And, with an ever-growing field of
research behind them, these materials have already cemented their place as the world’s first
step towards a more sustainable future.
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